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Texas-grown, Texas-operated:
How Savvy Inspections became the 
go-to commercial inspection company

Steve Medina, the 
president of Savvy 
Commercial Inspections, 
grew up in a low-income El 
Paso neighborhood, quickly 
learning he wanted a better 
life for himself and future 
family. At 19, he enlisted 
in the Navy in 1989 and 

was deployed to an F-18 fighter squadron launching, 
recovering and maintaining fighter aircraft on the 
flight deck of the aircraft carrier USS Independence. 
The dangerous duty of a 19-year-charged with the 
responsibility of a $50 million aircraft and the safety 
of its pilot aboard a moving ship with launching and 
landing aircraft around him was a big part of what 
he is today. He was discharged at 21 years old, then 
went to work for an electrical utility company and 
made a name for himself as a fast learner and hard-
working leader.

Medina decided to leave El Paso because of cheap 
labor wages, relocating to Austin in 1996, where 

his work ethic stood out among crews during the 
tech boom.

“Companies would advance me to foreman because 
I had a knack for being resourceful with what tools 
and men I had to work with. I took risks and tended 
to get the project finished ahead of schedule,” he 
said. “But I was also stubborn. Even though I was 
ex-military, I didn’t like taking orders. I wanted 
something more rewarding.” 

When the boom in Austin began to slow, Medina 
saw the writing on the wall and decided to go into 
business for himself.

“I couldn’t get a business loan anywhere, as 
I had little assets and barely a pot to piss in, 
so I sold the only thing I owned, my beloved 
1988 custom Harley Davidson,” he remembers. 
“it gave me the small capital to start a small 
electrical contracting business, which later 
developed into a commercial construction 
business.”

Years later, cheap labor made its way from the 
border to Austin, and he saw the sign on the 
wall again. The combination of competing and 
bidding on construction contracts against cheap 
labor companies, plus headaches of dealing with 
the ineptitude of the City of Austin enticed him 
to make another change. Construction was no 
longer on the table. What different business 
could he open that incorporated his experience 
and knowledge? When the light went off in 
2003, he founded Savvy Inspections. He targeted 
what he knew best, commercial buildings. 
Then in 2007, he added environmental services 
to the company that was recommended one 
day by a lender he met at a meeting. “I never 
found that guy again to thank him, as now, 
the environmental side of the business is three 
quarters of our yearly portfolio.”  

16 years later, Savvy Commercial Inspections 
is still around and has expanded its reach of 
services throughout the state, specializing in 
commercial property inspections, Phase I & 
II environmental site assessments, as well as 
remediation.

“I think outside the box. That’s why we’re the 
go-to inspection company now,” says Medina. 

Steve Medina
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“When we inspect a property, we come with 
solutions, not problems. “We believe everything 
in a building can be repaired, and there’s no such 
thing as a deal killer.”

His team has the know-how, thanks to their 
background in construction & engineering, 
something that is a must for anyone Medina brings 
on at Savvy. He trains every inspector and has 
high expectations of them. 

“My team knows I expect high quality of our 
services. Pay them what they deserve, and they’ll 
put pride in their work. For building inspections, 
I only hire inspectors with hands-on experience 
in construction or skilled  trades,” says Medina. 
“someone who knows how buildings and their 
systems work."

The company is Texas-grown and Texas-operated, 
staffed with Texas educated, Texas bred people.

“When I’m looking at hiring an engineer, I scan 
their resume and licenses closely. If I see anywhere 
that says Berkeley, California, I’m throwing that 
one in the trash. If I suspect they’re environmental 

activists, that resume goes in the trash, too,” 
Medina emphasizes. “I hire engineers with common 
sense and solutions, not someone filling their 
activist portfolio or showing off on Facebook.”

That’s important when it comes to the 
environmental site assessments. Delivering a 
fair Phase I Assessment is of utmost importance. 

Savvy does not recommend Phase II assessments 
unless they absolutely have to. 

“Don’t get me wrong, I love my planet and there’s 
plenty of properties that need calling out, but I will 
not betray my clients and the people who refer us. I 
want that client to call on us again.” 
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“If a property is contaminated, we’ll clean it 
up, usually before the date I quoted,” he says, 
stressing that Savvy is all about efficiency, 
right down to the report his inspectors write. 
All reports are also reviewed for accuracy by 
Medina before they’re released to the client. 
“The big environmental company reports are 
typically 200-300 pages long, loaded with pages 
of definitions and disclaimers that are a waste 
of paper and ink to our clients, so I cut that 
waste in half. Customers and lenders are mostly 
interested in the executive summary, not the 
history of asbestos and lead paint.”

“I’m very hands-on. When it comes to underground 
fuel tank removals and remediation, I’ll get in the 
pits. My boots don’t stay clean,” he says. “Even 
though we’ve already been paid, I continue calling 
TCEQ until we get that closure letter the client and 
lender have been waiting nervously for.”

Medina’s mind doesn’t stop there. He believes 
brokers and bankers deserve more resources to 
get their job done smarter and more efficiently. He 
teaches a CE course in Austin on Environmental 
Risks on how to quickly find these risks with free 
online tools. He’s also recently started developing 
an app called Property Data Wizard. This app 
will allow professionals to search a property by 
typing the address in a search bar. The search 

produces a wealth of information such as age/size 
of building, size of lot, date of last remodel, age 
of roof, age of mechanical equipment and a list of 

building permits associated with that property, 
not to mention permits that have not been closed, 
which can prohibit a certificate of occupancy. 

“Some say I’m giving away business secrets and 
creating competition. I think the opposite. If I can 
help a client, broker or banker with their job, it 
makes my job easier when they come to me with 
some of that work already done,” says Medina. 

That willingness to go the extra mile isn’t lost 
on Medina’s clients, who have helped Savvy 

Inspections earn an A+ rating with the Better 
Business Bureau. Public reviews on BBB’s website 
applaud the “great company” with “great people” 

who have “great customer service.” Savvy’s 
described as “very reliable,” “great to work with,” 
“very professional, attentive” and “flexible in 
scheduling.” As one client wrote: “Don’t use 
anyone else in the state.”

Reading through those, Medina humbly says, 
“Reviews like those is what it’s all about. It’s the 
fuel that keeps us truckin.”  

For more information about Savvy Inspections, 
visit SavvyInspections.com. n

“If a property is contaminated, we’ll clean it 
up, usually before the date I quoted,” he says, 

stressing that Savvy is all about efficiency,  
right down to the report his inspectors write.


